Smaller credit requests may not require a full credit analysis

Use FINPACK’s Credit Decision Scorecard to fast track the review and decision making process for smaller loans.

• Develop your own customized scorecard using the criteria most important to you

• Allows you to define essential criteria that must be met to make the loan

• Gathers the customer data that you specify

• Evaluates customer data compared to minimum approval criteria that you establish

• Provides the flexibility to document reasons to override automatic approvals or rejections

Learn more at FINPACK.com or call 800-234-1111
For over three decades, FINPACK has helped lenders make informed loan decisions. It is the choice for lenders who not only want to effectively manage their credit, but also care about the success of their customers. From small community banks to the largest lenders, FINPACK will work for you.

Learn more at FINPACK.com or call 800-234-1111